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This report essentially discusses the basic understanding to comprehend the
technology of Partial Stroke Testing (PST) of Emergency Shutdown (ESD) Valve and
how it is conducted and analyzed. In general, this project deals with Yokogawa FA-
M3 Controller and the FISHER, METSO, MASONEILAN and ROTORK rotary
shutdown valves. The objective of the project is to perform PST to the valve and the
result will be compared and verified within the other vendors. This report also
explained the procedure for executing PST to the respective valve together with their
components and the basic of Programmable Logic Control (PLC). In addition, the
steps taken during designing plant to include flowing medium also been explained.
The list of tools and equipments needed to execute the project is also available in this
project. Throughout this project, author had given opportunities to share ideas with
engineers from PETRONAS.GTS SKG14 for comparison of performance of various
valves use in PETRONAS plants. The outcomes of this project are finalized test
procedure using MASONEILAN system and verified design of plant including
realistic flowing medium. These outcomes would be very useful for the PETRONAS
to adopt PST strategy in their plant nationwide.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of Study
The title for this project is Partial Stroke Test (PST) of ROTORK
Emergency Shutdown (ESD) Valve which is collaboration between
PETRONAS.GTS (SKG14) and Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS. Emergency
Shutdown (ESD) is a part of Safety Instrumented System (SIS). This system is
implemented in oil and gas platform at production plant to protect people,
instrument and environment. In addition, ESD is applied to ensure the production
is still profitable during emergency period. This system will act upon to any event
that may threat the plant such as power trip and unstable system.
1.2 Problem Statement
Turn-around is being planned further apart, ranging from three to five
years. The inability to conduct full stroke test within the required period, causing
safety issues to arise due to ESD valves being stuck in position due to the very
long period in one fixed position. A number of failures in PST around the world
have given rise to concerns on the reliability of PST. The facility is meant for
comparison and verification of the technology used for partial stroke test of ESD
valves. The work includes the development of the controller to execute the Full
Stroke Test (FST) and Partial Stroke Test (PST) sequences, data mining and
analysis.
21.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
This research is a continuation and improvement of the previous project.
Since ROTORK is a new vendor for UTP, new information regarding ROTORK
valve needs to be researched and studied. However, the activity will be the same
as other vendor thus previous PST project can be used as references. PETRONAS
is going to build the testing facility with the real medium flowing through the
valves during testing to permit more realistic testing be conducted. The results
will be utilized by PETRONAS in developing the PETRONAS Technical
Standard, as well as verifying the capability of the valves and its software
reliability as claimed by vendor. Thus, author is assign to come with a simulation
and recommendations for the testing facility.
3CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Emergency Shutdown (ESD) Valve
Emergency shutdown valves or safety valves are used to protect processes,
personnel and the environment against process disruption. It will automatically
close in the event of an emergency to prevent the loss of handled media [4].
During process upsets, emergency shutdown valves are the final line of defense
and are vital to minimizing the chance of possible disasters. It is an actuated valve
installed in a pipeline, isolates a process unit from an upstream or downstream
(gaseous or liquid) inventory upon activation of the process unit alarm and
shutdown system [5]. In this project, two valves have been used as shut down
valve which are Ball Valve and Butterfly Valve.
2.1.1 Ball Valves
As pointed in [6], ball valves are flow valves that are quarter-turn and
straight through apparatuses. These valves would allow for shut-off or for control
purpose. It has a round closure element that contains a matching pair of rounded
seats that allow necessary sealing to take place.
42.1.2 Butterfly Valves
Butterfly valves are also a quarter-turn valve. The “butterfly” is a metal
disc mounted on a pole. When the valve at the state of fully closed, the disc is
turned so that it fully blocks off the passageway. When the valve at the state of
fully open, the disc is rotated quarter turn so that it allows an almost unrestricted
passage of the process fluid. The valve may also be opened incrementally to
regulate flow [7].
2.2 Full Stroke Testing
Full Stroke Testing is used to demonstrate the performance of Emergency
Shutdown Valve at unit turnarounds. Improvements in mechanical reliability and
predictive and preventive maintenance programs have permitted the turnarounds
from two to three years to extend to five or more years. Due to extend turnarounds
periods, Emergency Shutdown valves are expected to go longer between function
test and provide the same level of protection performance. To overcome the safety
system performance degradation due to longer testing intervals, online testing of
safety-related valves is conducted which requires additional facilities and possible
production impacting procedures. This may cause reducing production rates,
monitoring defined process variables, or executing a shutdown. FST can only be
done when the plant is shutdown because the valves need to be closed fully. FST
detects the remainders of the failure modes (30% of failure).
52.3 Partial Stroke Testing
Partial Stroke Testing means to partially close a valve and then return it to
the initial position. Although the valve movement is so small that the impact on
the process flow or pressure is negligible, it may still be adequate to enlighten
different types of dangerous failures. PST is introduced to enlighten failures
without disturbing the process, or else involve functional tests [8]. It is important
in order to make sure that the emergency shutdown valve can perform its safety
function when hazards occur. PST is performed on a portion of the valve failure
modes. The remainders of the failure modes are tested by FST.
PST can be used to supplement the FST to reduce FST interval required to
achieve Safety Integral Level (SIL). The valves can make test strokes between
every minute up to once a year or more if desired. In this project, the test is set to
be conducted every 15 minutes testing interval for 90 days.
2.4 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is used to conduct the FST. PLC
is an industrial computer control system that continuously monitors the state of
input devices that makes decisions based upon a custom program, to control the
state of output devices. PLC’s were invented as less expensive replacements for
older automated systems that would use hundreds or thousands of relays and
timers. The advantages of using PLC are:
1. Cost effective for controlling complex system.
2. Flexible and can be reapplied to control other system easily.
3. Computational abilities to allow more sophisticated control.
4. Troubleshooting aids make programming easier and reduce
downtime.
6PLC is a digital operated electronics system, designed for industrial
environment. It implements specific functions such as logic, sequencing, timing,
counting and arithmetic to control the outputs. The function of PLC is scanning of
a program which running through all conditions within a guaranteed period. A
PLC consists of following main parts:
1. Inputs.
2. Central Processing Unit.
3. Outputs.
The operation of the PLC system is simple and straight forward. The
Process or CPU complete three processes:
1. Scans, or reads, from the input devices.
2. Executes or solves the program logic.
3. Updates, or writes, to output devices.
There are two methods of programming language which are text and
graphic language. The text languages are the Instruction List and the Structured
Text type while the graphic languages are Sequential Function Chart, Function
Block Diagram and Ladder Logic.
7Structured Test is a high level structured language designed for automation
process. Statements can be used to assign values to the variables. Instruction List
is a low-level programming language for smaller applications or for optimization
parts of an application. It is quite similar to assembly language programming.
Both are the examples of text languages. Meanwhile, there are also graphic
languages. Sequential Function Chart is using graphic to describe sequential
operations. It is very useful for describing sequential type processes. Functional
Block Diagram is used in applications involving the flow of signals between
control blocks. Ladder Logic Diagram is the most popular and widely used
programming. It applies Boolean mnemonics to represent the process, before
converting into logic diagram.
Different PLC can support different languages. There are certain types of
PLC that can support more than one language. These languages have their own
limitations, and they complement one another to provide the best utilization by
programmers.
2.5 Safety Integrity Level (SIL)
Safety Integrity Level (SIL) is one of three feasible discrete integrity
levels (SIL 1, 2, or 3) of safety instrumented systems. SILs are defined in terms of
their probability of failure on demand. PST is one of the most effective techniques
for enabling a single valve to achieve SIL 2 performance or probably even SIL 3.
The statistical measure of availability in an emergency is named the Probability of
Failure in Demand (PFD). For individual components, PFD can be calculated
using the following equation, which is well known and widely used in industry
[9].
8PFD Calculations consists of two parts: On-line Testing and Off-line
Testing. When dealing with safety valves, the On-line diagnostic part relates to
PST and the Off-line part to periodic maintenance. Toward achieve lower PFD; it
is possible to frequent On-line Testing, better diagnostic coverage, shorter mean
times for repair and good communication methods [9].
Probability of Failure in Demand (PFD) equation
92.6 ROTORK Emergency Shutdown (ESD) Valve
For the preparation before performing Partial Stroke Testing on ROTORK
ESD Valve, the details on the valve need to analyze.
2.6.1 Smart Valve Monitoring
Smart Valve Monitoring (SVM) is a system used by ROTORK to execute
Partial Stroke Test that can be used on hydraulic or pneumatically on/off valves
available in market. This system do not needs to be installed on the actuator as it
can operate separately which the system can be mounting in hazardous area
around the valve or in the control room. This preference let the system itself to not
have contact with any valve or actuator, consequently, not disturbing the normal
operation of valve or actuator. The SVM system consists of a control unit that
connects to the power supply to the solenoid valve and also a pressure transmitter
to offer feedback for the analysis of the valve performance. [10]
Figure 1: Basic Configuration of SVM [11]
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SVM Unit is consisting of two circuits:
1. Control and Monitoring Circuit.
2. Dual Redundant Switching Circuit.
The measured variable from the system will be connected to control and
monitoring circuit. All the data from this circuit will be send to SVM Analysis
Software. This software also can give instruction to the Control and Monitoring
system.
The Dual Redundant Switching Circuit is function to perform PST and
FST. For the system to perform PST, SVM Analysis Software will send
instructions to the Control and Monitoring system. The system will instruct the
switching circuit to partially close the valve. If emergency occur, ESD system will
overwrite the instruction from Control and Monitoring system to switching circuit
for the valve to fully open.
2.6.2 Analysis Software
The software that been used by ROTORK is SW803. The advantage of
using SW803 software analysis is the functions that put in single package. It also






Figure 2: Project Process Flow
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3.2 Tools and Equipment
3.2.1 Hardware
The hardware requirements for this project are as follow:
1. Valve
The valve that been used in this project is consist of two types which are







Table 1: List of Available Valve
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2. Yokogawa FA-M3 Controller
The Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) that been used in this project is
Yokogawa FA-M3 Controller. Table shows the specification for this PLC:
3. Personal Computer
4. 24 VDC Power Supply
5. Pressure Supply
3.2.2 Software






6. AFT Fathom 7.0
Table 2: PLC Specifications
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3.3 Hardware Setup
This project consists of eight valves from four different vendors. The valve is
controlled by Programmable Logic Controller and Personal Computer. A well
connection needs to be done to ensure the communications between each device
are successful. Figure shows the hardware connections between PLC, PC and
valves.
1. Fisher Ball Valve
2. Fisher Butterfly Valve
3. METSO Ball Valve
4. METSO Butterfly Valve
5. MASONEILAN Ball Valve
6. MASONEILAN Butterfly Valve
7. ROTORK Ball Valve
8. ROTORK Butterfly Valve




4.1 Study on Simulation Software
During the early stage of design simulation, author had been recommends
by supervisor and lecturers to use ASPEN HYSIS software. ASPEN HYSIS is
software that used to simulate plant model to check on the variables of a designed
plant. It had been used widely by Process Control Engineer throughout the world.
However, author had discovered that ASPEN HYSIS is not reliable to be use as
simulation software for this project. ASPEN HYSIS is built to monitor on
designed plant with chemical flowing medium and user need to specify the
characteristics of the flowing medium and its environment which involved
temperature, pressure, flow and thermodynamic properties. For the author to
perform the simulation using ASPEN HYSIS, it is quite impossible for author to
collect all the data in given time as the current data that available are still not
enough.
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After consulting with project supervisor, author had been analyzing other
software that is much simpler compare to ASPEN HYSIS. Two softwares had
been recognized as reliable to be used as simulation software. The softwares are:
1. Pipe Flow Expert
2. Portable AFT Fathom 7.0
Pipe Flow Expert and Portable AFT Fathom 7.0 had quite similar
characteristics. However, Portable AFT Fathom had a Valve Specifications
property that Pipe Flow Expert had not. With Valve Specifications property, user
may determine the percentage of valve opening in a specific time. User also can
choose the type of valve which is listed in the Valve Data Source. For this
project, the available valves are Ball Valve and Butterfly Valve. Thus, this
software is able to simulate Partial Stroke Testing for the design simulation
purpose.
4.2 Designing Small Plant
Currently, Partial Stroke Test and Full Stroke Test are done without any
flowing medium. As the issues had been arises, a small plant needs to design with
consist of vessels and piping system. The design process is done by the
information taken from the FYP II for semester Jan 2010. The designed small
plant is shown on the appendices. The examples of calculation are shown in
Appendix A and Appendix B while Appendix C shows the designed small plant.
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4.3 Simulate the Designed Small Plant
Portable AFT Fathom 7.0 is software that had been used to simulate the
designed plant for this project. As discussed in previous topic, this software is
reliable to simulate PST of ROTORK emergency shutdown valve because of the
variation of valve available in this software and its function that can determine
the percentage of valve opening in a given time as shown in Figure 4 and Figure
5.
Figure 4: Setting the Percentage of Valve Opening at Specified Time
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Figure 5: Setting the Type of Valve (either Ball or Butterfly)
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4.3.1 Full Schematic of Designed Plant
As shown in Figure 6, author had built the full schematic of the designed
plant by using Portable AFT Fathom 7.0. Until this report is written, author had
managed to determine the capacity of water in the tank and analyze the
characteristics of the flow through the piping system.
Figure 6: Full Schematic used for simulation in Portable AFT Fathom 7.0
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4.3.2 Capacity of Water in the Tank
Capacity of the water in the tank can be determined by simulate the
longest route possible for the water to flow throughout the flowing system (refer
Figure 7). If the water is capable to flow in a complete cycle throughout the plant
system, we can conclude that the capacity of the water in the tank is enough for
the plant to be operated.
Figure 7: Longest route possible for the water to flow throughout the system
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4.3.3 Analyzing a CV (Flow)
From Table 3 shown above, author had identified that there are velocity
drop in the flow. The velocity drop is occurring through Pipe 12, Pipe 13 and Pipe
20. These pipes are representing the pipeline connected to the ROTORK valves.
Thus, it is vital for author to analyze the velocity drop.
Table 3: Result from Portable AFT Fathom 7.0
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By observing the result, when the medium flow through Pipe 1 to Pipe 26,
the pressure at Pipe 1 and Pipe 26 are smaller compare to other pipes. From Pipe
1, the pressure is increased at Pipe 3 by installing Pump J3. From Pipe 3 to Pipe
21, the pressure is maintained and drops back at Pipe 26. The pressure drop at
Pipe 26 is due to the medium flows into the tank from the upper side of the tank
and effected by gravitational force.
From those judgments, by maintaining the pressure, the velocity drop can
be neglected. So, the author concluded that the design is feasible to be used in
building the mini plant after considering the stable pressure value and neglect the
velocity drop.
4.4 Solution for Velocity Drop
Although the velocity drop can be neglected, the author had discovered a
solution to counter the problem. However, due to restriction of time, the author
cannot come out with a reasonable solution for the problem of velocity drop. The
solution that been suggested is by changing Pump J3 specifications. As a result,
the flowing medium may have high velocity at the Pipe 3 onwards. Thus, aside of
dropping in high value, the flowing medium just slightly drop when reaching Pipe
12 onwards.
4.5 Demonstration on Partial Stroke Testing (PST)
As the ROTORK valve not yet been installed in the lab, author had been
assigned to follow the demonstration perform by MASONEILAN team. The
procedures and results for the PST are shown in the Appendix D, Appendix E,





As PETRONAS policies, every new technology must be tested first before
it can be implemented. Rather than conduct it in industry, the more convenient
way is use third party as is independent from the plant and further development
can be done. Thus, this project is done based on that reason.
This project will be a good platform for end user such as PETRONAS to
evaluate and compare the performance of Partial Stroke Testing of different
vendors in order to come out with a confirmation on which vendor’s system is
reliable to be used. If at the end of the project, all four systems recorded no
problem then it indicates that all the four vendors meet their expectation.
As the conclusion, the Partial Stroke Testing (PST) is the best way to
measure and indicate the characteristics of the valves. By implementing the PST,
there are many types of testing parameters and features that can be verified in
order to understand more on the valves performance.
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5.2 Recommendations
Several problems had been identified by the author throughout the
completion of this project and the author is gladly to propose some suggestions to
counter the problems.
The author had expected to perform Partial Stroke Testing with real
flowing medium by this semester. However, due to delay in the design
finalization, the testing facility cannot be installed until the end of this semester.
So, the author is suggesting if the testing facility can be installed by next semester
for the benefits of FYP II Jan 2011 students which will continue this project.
As the author simulated the designed mini plant, the author had noticed the
velocity drop at the pipelines connecting ROTORK valves. Due to time
constraint, the author is not able to complete to find solution for this problem.
Although the velocity drop can be neglected, it is better if the problem is noted by
the FYP II Jan 2011 students.
Hopefully, by considering those suggestions, Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS and PETRONAS.GTS (SKG. 14) may get a better result during the
next phase of this project.
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EXAMPLE OF DESIGN PROCESS (I)
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APPENDIX B






PROCEDURES OF PST FOR MASONEILAN (I)
1. Check instrument air supply to the valve is in open condition.
2. To start using the program. Select and double click on WideField2
Icon to start using PLC program-Wide Field Software by Yokogawa.
3. Select and click “Open Project” tab to open existing project file.
4. Select folder “masotest” and click Open.
5. Then, Select “FISHER” folder and click Open.
6. Next, select “FISHER” file and click Open.
a. To test Masoneilan Ball Valve: Select “BALL” from “Block List”,
click “Select” (which will appear under “Block Name”) and then
click “OK”.
b. To test Masoneilan Butterfly Valve: Select “BFLY” from “Block
List”, click “Select” (which will appear under “Block Name”) and
then click “OK”.
7. Select and double click on “Component Definition”.
8. To download project file. Go to “Online”, select “Download” and
click on “Project”.
9. A prompt will appear and select “YES”.
10. Next prompt will appear and select “YES”.
11. Next prompt will appear and select “YES” again.
12. Transferring configuration will start to download and a prompt will
appear.
13. Wait until transfer configuration completed. Then, a prompt will
appear. Select “YES”.




PROCEDURES OF PST FOR MASONEILAN (II)
15. For testing of Ball Valve: Double click on “BALL” to upload the
ladder diagram. For testing of Butterfly valve: Double click on
“BFLY” to upload the ladder diagram.
16. Upon successful uploading the ladder diagram will be displayed.
17. Ensure M00033, I00002, I00020 and M00033, I00002 for ball valve
and butterfly valve respectively are “Forced Set”. The symbol for set
and reset is as follows:
18. Valve is put to open position to stimulate normal operation. To initiate
opening of the valve
a. For ball valve: Right click at I00022 and select “Forced Set”.
b. For butterfly valve: Right click at I00020 and select “Forced
Reset”.
19. Then proceed to open AMS Valvue ESD Software. To start using the
program. Select and double click on “Valvue ESD” Icon.
20. Valvue ESD Lookout window will appear.
21. From ‘Valvue ESD Lookout’, go to 1) ‘Tools’ menu and select 2) ‘Mux
Reset’.
22. ‘Device Address’ popup will appear then enter‘1’ value.
23. Key in following data to ‘Multiplexor Setup’ and click ‘OK’ button.
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APPENDIX F
PROCEDURES OF PST FOR MASONEILAN (III)
24. Go back to Valvue ESD Lookout dialog box and click ‘Re-Scan’. Wait
until all LEDs on MTL 4842 (HART multiplexer in Partial Stroke
Valve Control Panel) turn red, then click ‘Re-Scan’ again.
NOTE: ValVue ESD will scan ALL devices (Masoneilan or otherwise)
in the network. When the Masoneilan SVI II ESD is detected, it will be
displayed on the ValVue ESD Lookout.
25. Highlight the tag name required and click Select.
26. ESDVue will be launched for the particular unit.
27. Select ‘PST’ parameter tab:
a. Set ‘PST Travel’ to 20%.
b. Set ‘PST Speed’ to 0.5 %/s.
28. Click on ‘Perform Diagram’ for analysis.
29. A prompt will appear showing that the PST Testing is running.
30. A prompt shows that PST Data is being loaded.
31. A prompt shows that PST Testing has completed.
32. Click “continue”. A prompt will appear. It displays the Summary
Analysis.
33. Next click “view graph”, a prompt displays the Testing Measurement
Graph will appears.
34. To perform FST while PST is running. Initiate FST from WideField
when the valve travel reached 90% by initiating “Forced Set” for Ball
to the I00020.




RESULT OF PST FOR MASONEILAN
1. Summary Analysis
2. Viewing Graph.
Figure 9: PST Diagnostic Graph Windows
Figure 8: PST Summary Windows
